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REFERRAL

Join the HTA 
Advisory Committee!

Have a coffee on us, and get a chance at a 
FREE iPad. 

With our new referral rewards program, every 
qualified referral enters you into a drawing  
for a new iPad. Don’t miss your chance to win 
this quarter!

JOIN THE HTA
ADVISORY COMMITTEE

WHAT’S NEW

See more at:  
htadvisorsllc.com/events

UPCOMING EVENTS

Wednesday,  
December 9th

12-1pm  
MGMA St. Louis Webinar 
presented by Debra Wiggs  
“How ADEPT is Your Organization?”

Save the Date!

Happy
Holidays
Happy

Holidays
From HTA

http://htadvisorsllc.com
http://htadvisorsllc.com/events
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Headed by board-certified and Fellowship-trained 
Mohs surgeon Dr. Jamie L. McGinness, Metro 
East Dermatology and Skin Cancer Center sits 
as the only facility of its kind in the Metro East 
Illinois area. This private dermatology, Mohs, and 
dermatological surgery center offers cutting-
edge surgical treatment for skin cancer as well as 
advanced surgical and non-surgical treatments for 
other serious skin problems.

Metro East Dermatology and Skin Cancer Center 
is kept running by a warm and welcoming group of 
nurses and staff, including Jackie McGinness,  

TECH TIP: THE BEST GIFT FOR YOUR 
BUSINESS

What do you want to see in your stocking?

2020 has been a year of unexpected turns and unpleasant 
surprises. Doesn’t your business deserve something stable?

Fiber-optic internet comes with a guarantee of 99.99% 
connectivity. That means if your internet goes down, they will do 
more than their “best effort” to get you back up and running – 
they will PAY YOU for any downtime that exceeds the .01% limit! 

But fiber isn’t just about stability, it’s about speed and capacity, 
and having it in your office will keep your business running with 
ease and efficiency. 

Happy customers, happy employees, happy computers! 

Doesn’t everyone deserve that kind of gift this season?

CLIENT SPOTLIGHT OF THE MONTH: METRO EAST 
DERMATOLOGY & SKIN CANCER CENTER

Nurse Practitioner, and Jen Jouett, physician 
assistant. They are always ready with a smile and 
work hard to ensure their patients feel welcomed 
and safe in their environment. To cope with the 
Coronavirus pandemic, the office has reduced open 
hours and introduced virtual visits to continue 
facilitating excellent dermatological health for 
their patients. 

Located in Shiloh, IL, Metro East Dermatology and 
Skin Cancer Center is an excellent choice for expert 
level comprehensive skin care.

Dr. Jamie L. McGinness Jackie McGinness

http://htadvisorsllc.com
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BREAKING BREACH NEWS:
LEAKY PFIZER BUCKET SPILLS PILL

�������������

Amid the global reaction to the 
Coronavirus and the world-wide 
push to develop a vaccine, drug 
manufacturers and developers have 
all eyes on them.

This has led to spiking stock 
prices and wild speculation as 
companies are awarded government 
funding, start trials, and finally 
announce results.

Hackers and cybercriminals are also 
targeting the healthcare sector, and 
amid a flurry of healthcare data 
breaches, pharmaceutical giant Pfizer 
presented a sobering reminder of 
how a seemingly trivial mistake can 
lead to a data leak. 

Discovered by vpnMentor’s cyber 
security research team, the breach 
occurred due to a misconfigured 
google cloud storage bucket that, 
once found, granted free access 
to unsecured and unencrypted 
patient data.

The exposed data included transcripts 
of chat conversations between 
customers and the company’s 
automated chat program, regarding 
refills of medication and side 
effects. The transcripts included 
complete names, addresses, email 
addresses, and even partial data on 

health and medical status. All of this 
data could be used by bad actors 
to send phishing emails, intercept 
medications, or impersonate either 
patients or drug companies to 
nefarious ends. 

Misconfigured cloud storage is 
nothing new. Breaches have been 
occurring due to this mistake on 
a regular basis. In a survey of 
over 2,000 Google cloud buckets, 
Comparitech found that 6% were 
unsecured, meaning that with the 
correct URL, anyone can access and 
download the data. Amazon’s S3 
buckets are also often found exposed.

“Given increased reliance on cloud 
hosted systems and decentralized 
systems, it is incredibly important 
that IT and security teams educate 
themselves on the various access 
control settings for the cloud 
services they use,” Joe Moles, vice 
president of customer security 
operations at Red Canary, said via 
email. “At the end of the day this is 
a symptom of immature IT hygiene. 
Most of this risk can be reduced 
through maturing processes 
to better track configuration, 
inventory, etc. Simply put: Better 
security through better IT.“

http://htadvisorsllc.com
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I’m not sure anyone wants to spend time thinking about 
all that happened in 2020. Let’s be honest, it was a lot. 

The early spring of 2020 saw the nation plunged into 
uncharted territory of pandemic response. Highly 
populated urban areas were hit hard, while rural 
communities went largely unaffected, leading to a 
divisive culture over health precautions and restrictions 
as nation and state wide policies were poorly tailored for 
some communities, while being vital for the health and 
survival of others. 

With shutdowns came unemployment and the work-
from-home migration. While some workers had no choice 
but to continue going to work as front-line employees in 
essential businesses like grocery stores, hospitals, and 
emergency responders, others were kept home due to 
furloughs and layoffs. Lucky workers were able to keep 
their job but work remotely, leading to a huge adoption 
of collaboration software like Zoom, slack, and remote 
desktop access as offices went from taking up 1 room to 
taking up 30. For some businesses, this was a revelation, 
as they realized that much of their office space could be 
sacrificed to let workers cyber-commute. For others, it 
was troublesome, as people unused to the tech space 
were tasked with troubleshooting wifi, security, video 
conferencing, and more.

The mass migration to remote work also created 
a ripe space for cyber criminals. Phishing attacks 
targeting disrupted and displaced workers capitalized 
on confusion. Hackers turned their attention to newly 
popular programs like Zoom and GoToMeeting. In 
healthcare IT, the need for tight security was high as the 

OCR and insurance providers made special provisions 
for telehealth. Although the demands were increasing 
on healthcare IT support, many offices found their 
plates impossibly full with staffing restrictions as 
closed schools kept many parents home from work, 
and others with health concerns chose to continue 
working remotely as long as possible. This caused 
many needed business development projects to be set 
aside, as medical practices focused on survival and 
delivering excellent, safe, and secure patient care. 

In the drug development world, a race was underway 
to create a viable vaccine to COVID19. In our own 
backyard, both SLU and Washington University held 
vaccine trials in St. Louis. With funding and attention 
squarely on “Operation Lightspeed” both stock 
markets and cyber criminals reacted. Healthcare 
infrastructure around the world was targeted with 
hacks and exploits, and the Pfizer breach simply 
highlighted that even standard operations, if not 
carefully moderated, can lead to data breaches. 

Looking forward, many businesses are still trying to 
catch up, if they were lucky enough to survive the 
shutdown. Restaurants and small independent stores 
who could not easily shift their business model to 
online or contactless sales suffered, with political 
gridlock offering little relief. As the virus surges across 
the country, including the rural communities that 
were relatively shielded before, more lockdowns may 
be imminent. How will businesses pivot to meet the 
challenges of 2021? And will their risks pay off if a 
vaccine returns the economy to a pre-covid normal?
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